Adventure #14
Last Session…

W

e ended with Elgweth finding Fyghta Wan and Gundren Rockseeker
captive in a small hut in an underground city. Or town, whatever it is.
It’s not a particularly large place, filling a cavern about 500 ft. across. The
moon elf had bravely scouted through the eyeball portal and found himself in
this underground lair populated by humanoid monsters and overseen a
hulking beholder. Invisible, the rogue searched and searched and searched,
finally discovering his two allies semi-conscious on the floor. The one window
is firmly barred and he doesn’t immediately see any guards. Still invisible,
Elgweth whispers to Gundren.

“Gundren! It’s me, Elgweth! I’m a friend of Fyghta Wan in there! I’m outside!”
Groggy, the beaten-up dwarf lumbers to the bars. “You gotta get me out of
here!” he hisses. “Please!”
Elgweth promises to do his best, and asks how many guards the dwarf has
seen. He says multiple bugbears brought them here, and the bugbears take
orders from a big minotaur named Bruk. Elgweth has a plan, and his eyes
search around for a wagon to use…and he spots one. He’s going to magically
warp his shape into a bugbear and try to wheel the prisoners out. He knows
it’s risky, and absolutely not the best plan, but he doesn’t have much time.
For one, his invisibility spell will end soon and he can’t cast anything else while
it is active. He can’t attack either, so his options are to skulk and slink in the
shadows, which he enjoys actually - it keeps him alive.

Elgweth promises to return, so he leaves Gundren and the Fhyta Wan and
makes his way back to the shadowy eyeball portal which is nearly invisible on
the town side, unlike the mine side. He pauses by the immense minotaur
statue and the glowing teleportation circle, wondering exactly what kind of
horrible place he has wandered into….

He returns to the portal and jumps through, glad to see it’s still there and he’s
not trapped in this underground monster town. He’s been gone about 20
minutes and the others are glad to hear from him even though they still can’t
see him. Elgweth tells them the plan, and that there is a friggin’ huge beholder
on the other side of the town that looks down over it. Such monsters are
legendarily evil, and they’d never expected or hoped to see one. And still don’t.
Elgweth lets them glance inside the gateway and he points out his plan, to
steal a wagon while magically disguised and haul butt right back here. He
asks them to ready themselves, this will all happen fast, and then the elf is
gone into the gate.

He crosses the town again, careful to avoid any wandering monsters, listening
to the sounds of the city, ringing hammers and bellows and distant shrieks and
coarse laughter. He crosses the bridge over the stream [DM NOTE: This body
of water eventually, EVENTUALLY, after many twists and turns through miles
of submerged tunnels and bottlenecks and suffocating rapids, reconnects to
Wave Echo Cave, but you have no way of knowing that] and approaches the jail
cell…but sees that the guards have already returned. Shit. Elgweth had been
gone about 15 minutes, and the time limit on his invisibility spell is ticking.
The big minotaur enforcer, Bruk, is ordering bugbears to drag Fyghta Wan and
Gundren out of the cell. The two are roughly shoved ahead and then the group
moves toward the other end of the cavern where the beholder waits and
watches. Sighing, Elgweth quietly follows.

The bugbears shove the prisoners ahead, and both the human and dwarf are
barely alive, Fyghta Wan especially, he has a dripping head wound and still

green around the gills from the spider bite. Elgweth isn’t even quite sure how
he’s alive. The elf stops at the corner of a building and watches, unwilling to
approach any further. The monsters and prisoners climb a shallow rise to a
stone platform in front of the cave entrance where the beholder dwells, and its
massive purple bulk slowly slides forward. And Elgweth sees that it’s not
alone, there are two figures beside the beholder that he recognizes --the Black
Spider and the tiefling shapeshifter!

And then the beholder speaks in a voice like James Earl Jones that I
completely failed to replicate very well, and the entire Seven Pillar Hall grows
quiet because when its master talks, people listen.
“The drow failed me. Such is his punishment now, to suffer in eternal
rotting undeath! Isn’t that true, Nezznar?” The drow doesn’t answer, and
Elgweth realizes that the Black Spider actually IS DEAD, just an animated
corpse standing listlessly by the monster’s side. “AS FOR YOU,” it continues,
speaking directly to Gundren and Fyghta Wan, “you interfered with my
servant recovering the Forge of Spells. And YOUR punishment must be
even more severe than his!”
Elgweth doesn’t like the sound of that, but there’s little he can do but watch.

MEANWHILE….
Back on the other side of the tentacle portal, Cora and Carp and Thorin wait
anxiously for Elgweth to return. But they haven’t been waiting long when they
hear a wet splash behind them from the stream. Spinning around, they see a
large, bluish-gray shell rising from the water, some sort of horrid snail with
four flailing arms that end in four knobby clubs, and the thing is squirming
right at them!

Luckily for the heroes, this flailing snail has horrible, HORRIBLE aim, I think it
only hit one of twelve or sixteen attacks, I forget now. Despite the flail snail’s
bludgeoning assault, it retracts its body inside its shell for defense, and Cora
and Thorin are forced to slam fists and weapons against its thick carapace.
Carp tries to cast a spell on the thing, but the strange shell reflects the magic

back on him harmlessly. The thing keeps trying its best to hurt the PCs, and
Carp transforms into a wolf with his new druid powers and flanks it, but the
monstrous snail just can’t inflict any serious hurt, despite it’s potential to do
so, and it ultimately slithers back into the water and is washed downstream,
leaving a sticky trail of slimy residue behind it. Wiping their hands, the three
heroes cover the sticky mess with gravel and sit back to wait for Elgweth….

…AND IN THE SEVEN PILLARED HALL—

…The beholder is still holding audience with his servants and slaves.

“YOUR SUFFERING shall be legendary even in the Nine Hells!” it says to
Gundren and Fyghta Wan with frightening force. “Unless…we were to reach
another agreement. You have a friend here. Come forth, elf. I see you.”
Well, Elgweth isn’t happy to hear that, he’s still a good hundred feet or more
away from the platform and beholder. The thing must have powers the elf can’t
even imagine. “I’m close enough!” he shouts, actually having the audacity to
argue with the thing!
Chuckling, the beholder, Xezzlomax by name, demands for Elgweth to finish
what the Black Spider did not. The beholder says it saw the dark elf’s final
moments, right up until Elgweth shoved his magic dagger into his heart. How
the beholder saw these things Elgweth doesn’t understand (DM note- he saw it
post-mortem). The beholder wants the Forge of Spells brought straight to him,
the big brazier with the burning green flame, and in return, well, it won’t kill
Fyghta Wan and Gundren right there on the spot.

“Return the Forge to me elf and I will have a gift for you. A…heh
heh…show of GOOD FAITH. Yes.”
Elgweth argues some more, trying to get some kind of leverage to save his own
life, and convinces Xezzlomax to have the prisoners brought to the edge of the
eyeball portal for exchange, but that his bugbear minions have to carry the
Forge. The beholder agrees and with a wave its eyestalks the group of guards
and prisoners are dismissed. The red-skinned tiefling follows as well, the
shapechanger from the Temple of Dumathoin who originally opened the
gateway to this weird underground town.
Elgweth is still invisible and he skirts the group as they all make their way
back across town to the other end. Fytha Wan and Gundren are still bound
and stumbling, and Elgweth doesn’t trust the fat beholder as far as he could
throw it, but there’s very little choice except to cut and run and just leave
everyone and everything behind.

The big minotaur enforcer, Bruk, leads the way, and Elgweth still doesn’t
dismiss the invisibility, not even when they’re all gathered at the gate.
“WHERE ARE YOU?” snarls the minotaur. “I THOUGHT I SMELLED ELF! Fool!
What do you think you’re doing arguing with the Master like that? No one
argues with the Master of Mideon! You don’t know how lucky you are to still be
alive!”
[DM Note – Mideon is from Clive Barker’s NIGHTBREED; an underground city
“Where the Monsters Go.” Mideon / The Seven Pillared Hall is the name of the
place]
“Just send the bugbears to get the Forge,” says Elgweth. “I want my friends
waiting here when we get back.”
“No one tells me what to do,” snarls the minotaur. The tiefling shapechanger
has a faint smile on its lips as he listens to this exchange.
But three bugbears are sent in and Elgweth quickly follows, because if Cora
and Carp and Thorin see them they’ll likely attack.

Elgweth jumps in, dismissing his invisibility and quickly diffuses the situation
before combat erupts. “The bugbears are with me!” he shouts to others.
Tension still fills the air, and Carp takes a moment to instill fear in two of them
with his dire wolf form. It certainly works, but the bugbears don’t wait around.
They know where they’re going and quickly trot toward the Forge room.

Once inside, they wrap their arms
around the heavy base of the big
bronze brazier and carry the five foot
tall flame to the outside corridor. But
as soon as they cross the threshold
the flames begin wobbling and dying,
reduced to just a glowing green pilot
light at the bottom of the bowl
instead of the tall flame.
“Wh—what’s happening? What did ya
do?” one of the bugbears squeals.
“Make it come back! Xezzlomax will
kill us!”
The PCs have no idea what
happened, but they urge the goblins
to take it to the beholder anyway.
Elgweth agrees to enter the gate and
finish the negotiations, and along the
way he explains to Carp and Cora
and Thorin what happened – the beholder wants them (the party) to retrieve
the Forge because they killed the Black Spider, and apparently are better at
doing his job than the Spider was. Further, the Black Spider has been
reanimated as a mindless zombie minion of the beholder. Lastly, and this is
the part that Elgweth hopes goes smoothly – Gundren and Fyghta Wan are
right inside and the exchange should happen as soon as they all cross over –
trading the Forge for the prisoners.
Of course, it doesn’t go exactly as planned.

The tiefling shapechanger is waiting on the other side, along with Fyhta Wan
the human fighter, looking thoroughly beaten up and depressed, and some
more guards, but the big minotaur Bruk and Gundren the dwarf are gone.
“Where’s Gundren?” demands Elgweth. “That’s the deal! No dwarf, no Forge!”
But the bugbears carrying the heavy brazier don’t listen to the elf and trundle
along. The tiefling grins, showing lots of teeth.
“The Master has him. Xezzlomax wishes to speak with you. Again. I suggest
you don’t keep him waiting.”
Snarling, Elgweth weighs his options. He does NOT like this, but getting into a
fight alone is a death sentence. He could grab Fyghta Wan and leap back
through the gateway to the Mine and just leave Gundren, but that seems
unfair to abandon the dwarf whom they’ve been trying to rescue for days now

[DM Note: I think about 5 days have passed in game-time since Session #1 –
so they’ve gained 5 levels in 5 days! Hey, it’s just a game].
Besides, Gundren might know more about the Forge and why the flame has
dwindled so much. And lastly, the beholder said it would trade a prize for the
Forge if Elgweth returned it, and that admittedly perks the elf’s interest,
although he still doesn’t trust it. Why would he? It turned the Black Spider’s
corpse into a drooling zombie just for kicks.
So Elgweth trudges back across town for the second time and sees that
Xezzlomax is waiting patiently in his cave. The bugbear struggle up the slope
with the brazier, the Forge of Spells, but Xezzlomax is not happy to see its tiny
flame.
“WHAT IS THIS?”
Trembling, the bugbears sputter protests, but it can’t save one of them from
being immediately disintegrated into a pile of goblin-ash. The other bugbears
flee two different directions, screaming. Bruk the minotaur, arms folded over
his chest, smiles at their terror.
“WHAT IS WRONG WITH THE FORGE, DWARF?”
Gundren Rockseeker is at the beholder’s platform, and he tries to weakly
explain that the Forge is most likely only functional within the confines of the
forge room itself. Return the forge to the chamber and he suspects that it will
reignite.
“We had a deal,” says Elgweth coolly, still standing well back, but is that far
enough to avoid a disintegration ray? He doesn’t want to find out. “I bring you
the Forge, you return my friends. I did my part. Now yours.”
The beholder laughs, a thoroughly unpleasant sound that doesn’t hold any
genuine mirth.
“A brave one the elf is. Or stupid. But you and your companions are more
resourceful than Nezznar, the one who called himself Black Spider. He
failed to deliver whereas you succeeded. But you killed him, now I want
you to do complete what he could not. Serve me well and you will be
justly rewarded. Such as this.”

The beholder levitates a pouch across the distance between them to Elgweth.
It’s not very heavy, but it’s not gold or jewels either. He doesn’t open it yet.
“There is more wealth to come, elf. Much more. I need resourceful
servants such as you. There is an ancient duergar mine further away,
down the Deep Stair. The Glimmerzuul mine. There is a book upon a
pedestal there. I want you to retrieve that book and bring it to me. Do so
and you will be richly rewarded.”
“Is this book trapped or guarded?”
“Heh, heh, heh. VERY.”
Gundren moves down the slope to Elgweth and Elgweth tells the beholder that
he needs to discuss this offer with his allies.
“Do not make me wait long, elf.”
They two of them trot as fast as they can across town, afraid that something
else is going to interfere with their escape, but besides the leering eyes of
numerous monsters, they reach the gate portal and step through to the other
side where the others are.
“We are LEAVING!”
The group briefly discusses their options, and the option of going DEEPER into
the depths of the world, on some insane mission for an insane monster that
likes to turn its “allies” into slavering zombies is the worst idea they can think
of. Besides, it might be helping the beholder get even more powerful and
destroy the kingdom or something. They want to see sunlight again, not more
darkness and fungus and shadows. Against all odds they managed to rescue
Fyghta Wan and Gundren, and considering themselves lucky, the group
trudges through the mine with the gift (still unseen) that the beholder gave
them in return for the Forge.
They discuss some ways they could maybe sabotage the Forge room, but it’s
solid rock, and Gundren doesn’t think there’s much they could do. What can
the beholder and his duergar forge smiths do with access to an artifact like
that? Well, in time, they could churn out magic weapons and armor to outfit
troops, but it would take a long, long while, and it would depend on the skill
and diligence of the duergar metalsmiths. Regardless, it’s far beyond the

ability of the PCs to use the Forge, they lack the requisite skill, time or
knowledge to fully utilize its magic. So they finally leave the Lost Mine of
Phandelver, which is no longer lost, and more importantly, no longer EMPTY.
There’s a magic gateway to this place, maybe a permanent gate, maybe not,
that contains a beholder mage and a town of monsters, and now they possess
the Forge of Spells.

It takes them about a full day to head west from the mine’s secret entrance and
trudge through the foothills to Phandalin. They’ve not been here since Session
#4 when they wiped out the Redbrands at Tresandar Manor. And it’s probably
a good thing that not a lot of time has passed because when they killed the
Redbrands they inadvertantly killed the TOWN’S ONLY DEFENDERS. The rest
of the people are farmers and miners and traders. And that’s not a good way to
defend a town against orcish invaders. Or green dragons. Or anything really.
So the Redbrands, while evil and viscious, did serve a purpose.
Anyway, the group is very, very glad to get back to civilization, particularly
Carp and Fyghta Wan who call this small town home.
But the heroes aren’t out of the woods yet.
Sildar Hallwinter, the agent of the Lord’s Alliance from Neverwinter they
rescued a long while back, and a friend of Gundren Rockseeker, well, he’s not
going to be pleased to hear about what is happening in the Lost Mine of
Phandelver.
In fact, when they find him at the Townmaster’s office he’s downright appalled
to hear what has happened in the mine with the
beholder and the Forge. But VERY glad to see
the PCs alive, and with Gundren no less, all of
whom he was starting to fear were dead. They’d
been gone for days.
Sildar’s plan all along was to bring civilization
and order to the region, and the first step of that
was letting Gundren reopen the mine to get the
silver ore again. It would have meant jobs,
commerce and trade and a booming industry
that would get more settlers to this area. But
NOW, with a monster somewhere with access to
a magic Forge, and the abilty to make magic
weapons…no, no, no, this just can’t be allowed.

“I must consult with the Lord’s Alliance in Neverwinter,” he says. “Gundren,
would you accompany me? Fyghta Wan? I could use the protection on the
road.”
Gundren and Fyghta Wan agree to
travel with Silar to Neverwinter, it’s
about 40 miles and will take them a
couple days on horseback. In the
meantime, Silar asks that the PCs
speak with the fat townmaster and see
if there’s any way the heroes can assist
Phandalin. Now that they’ve wiped out
the Redbrand brigands there’s really
no one else left.
AND…the PCs recall that way back in
Session #3 they had agreed to help the
Townmaster remove a local threat of
orcs at Wyvern Tor. It seems like a long
time ago (it was in real time) but in
game time not long at all, just a few
days. Maybe now is a good time to do
that because it will take Sildar and
Gundren about 5 days to get back from
Neverwinter, with or without a contingent of soldiers to help clear out and
control the Recently Found Mine of Phandelver.
Besides, Sildar wants to make an official report to the Lord’s Alliance and tell
them that Iarno Albreck was not DEAD, but was in fact Glasstaff of the
Redbrands and was in cahoots with a (now dead) drow named The Black
Spider.

And there’s plenty more NPCs to talk to in Phandalin, like Linene of the
Lionshield Coster, or Barthen of Barthen’s Provisions, or Ghaele of the Luck
Temple, or the strange woman Halia of the Phandalin Miner’s Exchange who
actually WANTED ELGWETH TO KILL GLASSTAFF.
That’s right, but she had some ulterior motive and Elgweth didn’t trust her, but
he ended up killing the wizard later anyway.
So here are the group’s immediate plans:

1) Find Wyvern Tor and dispatch the orcs harassing the area.

They’ve been
known to disrupt trade and kill travelers, and although they’re probably not in
huge numbers, if they attacked Phandalin it would be a slaughter.

2) Return to Cragmaw Castle and deal with the bugbear King Grol and the
goblins and maybe hobgoblins holed up there. And they also know that
Glasstaff’s magic glass staff was there as well, because he wanted it back
before Elgweth shoved a knife in his back.

3) Wait for Sildar and Gundren and Fyghta Wan to return, hopefully with a
regiment of soldiers. At that point maybe they can take over the mine, but the
PCs DO have a good working knowledge of the inside, and are quite formidable
on their own. They’re not sure how that will play out, but it’s not happening
yet anyway.

But there’s one last weensy teensy thing they’ve not taken care of it. Elgweth
opens the pouch that the beholder gave him in Mideon. It contains a box
holding a number of thin ivory placards.

They use Identify on the item and to their utter astonishment discover a

DECK OF MANY THINGS.
[DM Note: I introduce a Deck every campaign, it’s my favorite magic item and
the favorite of my regular players as well, and it always injects a heady jolt of
“What the F*** Just Happened?”]
No one peruses the Deck, but we spent a good chunk of time reminiscing about
the crazy shit it’s done in the past, and Lord knows what will happen this time
around. Next session we might find out…

